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Partially Opened Data and Its Security
Hidema TANAKA
Abstract—We
t
discuss a method of disclosing data which
includes secret information. In general, such method is called
sanitizable signature and context extraction signature and many
schemes are proposed. In the previous schemes, we can make an
opened data (covered data) after signed the data which includes
secret information. And maker of covered data and signer are
another person. We assume that the person who knows the secret
information is only signer and maker of covered data and signer
are the same person. We analyze security requirements for such
purpose and develop a proposal method. We show a security
analysis of our proposal protocol and its applications. We also
show that our proposal protocol is a method that can be used
for not only the data concerning to national security and digital
forensics but also the secure network co
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I. I NTRODUCTIO
A. Background
E have demands for disclosin
while concealing the conﬁdent
ample, though all information can be
necessary to open it partially for one’s
before the day. Figure 1 shows the
printed data which includes secret info
types of solution, TYPE-1 and TYPEof painting out the secret information.
tion and they are founded in several pl
documents of government which are al
some condition, some indictment doc
on. TYPE-2 is a method of cutting off
is well adopted to audio and video data
technique for keeping the secret by removing an inconvenient
part from the original data. In this paper, we discuss how
such a method is applied to digital data. The necessity of
this technology grows up greatly with an increase in the use
of digital data. For instance, the Sarbanes‐Oxley act [21]
is enforced as for an economic activity, and management
and disclosing digital data are the important problems for
corporations. Moreover, it is necessary to treat as evidence of
the criminal case. In the politics of Japan, assembly member
Nagata’s fake email in 2006 is famous [15]. He tried to open
the main text without the informations of sender and he printed
email and eliminated such information, then submitted as the
evidence with his declare that all information is opened later.
Fortunately his fake was solved by another matter, however,
the case where digital data is treated as a legal evidence will
increase.
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cludes secret information has already
hods have already been proposed [2],
y are applications of hash functions
e scheme with pairing techniques [4].
ata (ciphertext) is guaranteed by the
not consider the attack and injustice
by using unopened data which does
et. The proposers assume the signer of
r of covered data (sanitized data) are
ore the maker can know the conﬁdent
e that the person who know the secret
signer, it is not suitable method for
our purpose. Of course their methods can be improved to
achieve our requirement, the weakness against attack using
collision search of hash functions remains. An outline of
previous proposal scheme is that it calculates the hash value
at every the subblock of data, and calculates the signature of
it. Then the signed subblock of data concatenated to another
subblock of data and repeated above procedure. From such
mechanism and procedure, they are categorized into TYPE-1
in Figure 1. From such a mechanism, estimating the secret
information, we can determine the secret information using
hash value and signature, so the essential security of the
method depends on the difﬁculty of collision search of the
hash function. The inﬂuence on the weakness of some concrete
applications when the assumption of computational difﬁculty
of collision search of hash function collapses is shown in
[16] and [20]. The previous methods are not required to open
the secret information later. In addition, it is needed for the
maker of covered data to have anonymity and the method
needs to prevent injustice act by them. These points are not
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corresponding to our purpose. Especially, because we assume
maker of covered data to be the same person with the signer,
the discussion of anonymity of maker of covered data is
omitted in this paper.
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the parameters of cryptographic primitives considering the
evolution of computer and cryptanalysis techniques. This is
a requirement concerning Alice’s secrecy.
[R2] It is possible to verify that   is a part of  without
opening  .

C. Our purpose
First of all, we assume that the secret information should
be open to public later and the person who knows the secret
is only the signer before the day. The signer and the maker
of covered data are the same person. Therefore, we develop
the method which can be applied to the data which has not
been signed yet. We assume that the secret information is concerning to national security and digital forensics such as legal
evidences. So the security and consistency of data are higher
level than previous proposal schemes are required. Since the
signer and the maker of covered data are the same person, the
injustice act and attack of signer is needed to be prevented.
Similarly, the signer should show that any injustice act is not
done before X-day. The differences of purpose and condition
between previous methods and our method are summarized
as Table 1. In Section 2 we discuss the security requirements
for our purpose. In the section, we summarize the property of
security and analyze their purpose in details. In Section 3, we
show our proposal method. It is based on ElGamal encryption
method. Our proposal method is categorized into TYPE-2. In
Section 4, we show a security analysis of our proposal method
according to the security requirements in Section 2. In Section
5, we propose another application of our method. We assume
that the secret data is concerning to high secret important data
such as national security. However, when the small size data
is used, some applications are considered.
II. S ECURITY REQUIREMENTS
Suppose that Alice has a digital data  which contains
secret information. After X-day, she can open all of  ,
however, she wants to open a part of  which contains no
secret information before the day. Let   be a part of 
which can be open to Public. We call   “partially opened
data”. Authority who does not know  , authenticates that  
is a part of  and guarantees that  can not be changed after
  is open. We assume that Authority is a trusted person and
we can believe that he does not do any injustice acts. Table 2
shows the variables and their roles in the protocol.
Then we faces the following security requirements.
[R1] It is impossible to calculate  using open data in the
protocol.
First of all, it is necessary to prevent to re-caliculation
of the secret part of  using partially opened data   .
In addition, the protocol opens some data for veriﬁcation
and authentication which are generated from  and Alice’s
secret information. As the results, the attacker can use many
open information (For examples, see Table 4). This is the
fundamental requirement for the protocol. Therefore if the
term when  is kept secret long, it is necessary to choose
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It is necessary to verify that the partially opened data  
is a part of  . We assumed that  is kept secret, the
veriﬁcation are done without opening  . Blind signature
scheme [3] and partially signature scheme [10] seems to have
same purpose. Both of them can verify the ciphertext without
opening plaintext to veriﬁer. However they can not decrypt a
part of ciphertext. And they can not prove the relation between
partially opened data and its ciphertext. For the methods using
hash functions, the calculation of hash value of a part of data
is done at the same time as the data creation. Therefore it
is not secure to apply such method to the data which was
made in the past. It is because the change in the content by
attack using collision search of hash function. The attacks of
X.509 certiﬁcates [20] and pdf ﬁles [16] are well known as the
advanced attack using collision search of hash function. Such
attack method can be applied to previous methods for unsigned
data. To solve these problem, we show a proposal protocol in
Section 3. We should show that the partially opened data can
not be generated by another data. Or when forgery data  is
open, It is necessary for us to ﬁnd out the injustice act. This is
a requirement concerning authentication of data  and   .
[R3] It is impossible to change  after   is opened.
To hold this requirement, it is necessary to show that it is
secure against following two types of attack; one is an injustice
attack of Alice and another is forgery attack of malicious
people who can get open data. This is a requirement concerning consistency of data  and   . Though these attack
techniques are essentially the same, Alice has advantageous
condition because she can prepare forgery data beforehand.
Thus it is necessary for us to ﬁnd out her injustice. Detailed
security analysis for our proposal protocol is shown in Section
4.
[R4] It is possible to verify that Alice did no injustice act
before X-day.
When Alice opens the all of data  , it is necessary to be
proven that she did no injustice act for  and   . This is
a requirement concerning integrity of data  and   . It is
considered that this requirement is held if the R1, R2 and R3
are held.
III. P ROPOSAL SCHEME
A. Protocol ﬂow
Our proposal scheme is as follows. Table 3 shows variables
used in the protocol. The protocol is based on ElGamal
encryption method [7]. Figure 2 shows the diagram of the
protocol.
Proposal protocol for secure partially opened data
Step 1 Alice sends the size of data  to Authority.
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TABLE I
D IFFERENCE OF PURPOSE AND CONDITION
Previous method
Our method

maker of covered data
another person of signer
same person of signer

secret information
not required to be open
required to open after X-day

category in Figure 1
TYPE-1
TYPE-2

TABLE II
VARIABLES AND THEIR ROLES

Alice
Authority


X-day
Public

A holder of data  . She wants to open a part of  .
Trusted party such as organizations of government or court.
Secret data of Alice.
Partially opened data. Disclosable part of  .
The day when Alice can open all of  .
People who want to know  . Before X-day, they want to get information as much as possible .

TABLE III
VARIABLES







A
A
A
A
A

multi-plicate cyclic group of order 
prime number
generator of 
random number chosen from  
  
secret key of Alice chosen from  
  

Step 2 According the size, Authority chooses ,
and 
whose size is larger than  . Then he open to public ,  and
. Authority chooses a random number  from       
then he sends  to Alice.
Step 3 Alice converts her data into elements of . Next she
chooses a secret key  from        and calculate her
public key    and   which is an inverse of . She
 
calculates    ,  and 
and then sends them to
Authority. Note that public key  is kept secret before X-day.


Step 4 Authority calculates
     
and
 

  . If  , he can ﬁx the message 
  
without opening it. He guarantees  .
Step 5 Alice makes a partial open data   from  . Then she

opens   and   to Public.


Step 6 Public can know   and verify       .
Step 7 After X-day, Alice opens  and  and Authority
opens .
B. Characteristic of our protocol
Our proposal protocol is an application of ElGamal encryption method. Therefore the security of protocol depends on
the security of ElGamal. The main feature of this protocol is
that the validity of   is guaranteed by ciphertext    ,


and   . To keep secret  and , we uses the data


. By using it, Authority and Public can verify   . The
detailed security analysis is shown in Section 4.
There is difﬁculty in implementation. Our proposal protocol
uses many times of multi-plicate calculation. We assume
 is the data concerning to the very important data such
as national security or digital forensics, so it is not a disadvantageous problem the necessity of a large computing
time. However in the case of huge size of  , it becomes
impossible to calculate. For such a case, it is necessary to
reduce  beforehand. Let  
      be a huge
size data and we assume that Alice want to open a part of 
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A public key of Alice,    
A secret data of Alice,   
Partially opened data of Alice,   
The size of 






which includes secret information. Alice makes a shrunken
 
data 


 
   
 ) and opens
(where
  denotes a secure hash function). Then Alice
 . Alice also open  and  .
starts the protocol with 
IV. S ECURITY ANALYSIS
We analyze the security of our proposal protocol according
to the security requirements shown in section 2. Table 4
shows the variables which appear in the protocol. From the
purpose of the protocol, all variables are opened after X-day.
Adding the analysis for security requirements, we analyze the
security against malicious Public in “[RX] Attack of malicious
Public”.
[R1] It is impossible to calculate  using open data in the
protocol.
In Step 3 and Step 4, the attacker can get some information

which generated from  , that is  
,  and pair
  
of  
. The attack scenarios are follows (in the
following (given information)target).
[Case1]     
[Case2]         

[Case3]           
It is easy to see that the attack condition of [Case1] and
[Case3] are equivalent to the discrete logarithm problem.
Therefore the attacker can not get no information on 
in the cases. In the same way, it is easy to see that the
condition of [Case2] is equivalent to the attack of ElGamal
encryption method. Therefore the security of  depends on
the security of ElGamal encryption method. As a result, it can
be concluded that requirement [R1] has been achieved.
It is well known that ElGamal encryption method is unconditionally malleable and therefore it is not secure against
chosen ciphertext attack. So the attacker can easily construct a
valid ciphertext    and  for the data  . However,
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Fig. 2.

Diagram of proposal protocol
TABLE IV
VARIABLES IN PROTOCOL
, , 

 , 
    ,  ,  

 , , 

Public information

Secret Information



in Step 5, Alice opens       then we can ﬁnd out that
such attack is done. In this attack scenario, there are no beneﬁt
for Alice and Authority and such attack is easy to ﬁnd.
[R2] It is possible to verify that   is a part of  without
opening  .
To analyze this security requirement, it is necessary to show
that  is generated from  without opening  . In Step


4, Authority and Public can check      

  
and   

. We should check that and  can
be calculated from  and  uniquely. Therefore the attack

scenario is summarized as follows. Note that the size of 
equals to  .
 
       
 
[Case4]
  





       
 which holds  
As mentioned above, we can easily make 




. However, for malicious Public who does not
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setup of procol
opened by Authority
contains secret information  and secret key 
Alice’s open information
Alice’s secret information
Authority’s secret information

 which can hold   
know  , it is impossible to ﬁnd 
at the same time because this problem is based on the discrete
logarithm problem. And for malicious Alice who knows  , it
 whose size is equals to . On the
is impossible to ﬁnd out 

 as
other hand, if     , malicious Alice can make 

  where      because of  . But in this case,
 becomes larger than the size of , Authority
the size of 
and Public can easy to ﬁnd out the malicious Alice’s injustice
after X-day. Considering the purpose of this protocol, we can
conclude that there are no beneﬁt for Alice in such attack.
Under the assumption that we can verify that  is generated from  without opening  by the method in Step 4,
we analyze the requirement by the following attack scenario.

 which holds
[Case5]           







 but there are no beneﬁt
A malicious Alice can ﬁnd out such 
for Alice because  has been already ﬁxed. As the result, we
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can verify that   is a part of  without opening  by the
method in Step 5 and Step 6.
[R3] It is impossible to change  after   is opened.
From the analysis of security requirement [R2], under the
assumption of using same key , it is obvious that it is
impossible to rewrite  after   is opened.
There is another attack scenario.
[Case6]         where    and
             ,   









 





and
Under the condition of     , from the result of
analysis of [R2], it is impossible to do the attack according
to this scenario. Under the condition of     , we can






ﬁnd pair of     which holds

. So
the attacker can execute the above scenario for     .
Therefore if malicious Alice prepared such pairs of    
and    , she can success the attack in this scenario.
Of course, after X-day, the unnatural setting of size of  is
found in this scheme. Therefore Public will have a doubt in
the validity of  and Alice. However, the countermeasure
against this attack is easy by using hash functions or time
stamp protocol. For example, in Step 3, Alice opens the hash
value of  with the time stamp protocol. In that case, the
validity of  depends on the security of hash function and
time stamp protocol. We assume that our proposal protocol is
used for long term validity of partial opened data   . In this
case, the security requirement of hash function becomes high
performance. Such discussion is found in [9].
[R4] It is possible to verify that Alice did no injustice act
before X-day.
In Step 7, Alice opens  and her secret key  and
Authority opens his random number . So Public can calculate

. In Step 3, Alice opens
   and decrypt  



. Public can not verify that it is generated by 
without knowing its value. This is an open problem of our
protocol. However, as mentioned above, some attack and
injustice activity are discovered as an unnatural setting of .
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security requirements shown in Section 2, is secure against
malicious Public.
We conﬁrmed the security of our proposal protocol for the
requirements shown in Section 2. As a results, we conclude
that our protocol holds the security requirements.
V. A PPLICATIONS
A. Incident analysis
CERT and IRT analyze the incident which caused by
malicious software (Malware), illegal access, DoS attack and
so on . They collect data concerning attacks or incidents from
user who are in trouble. Such data has often includes privacy
information which should be kept secret. On the other hand,
CERT and IRT need to conﬁrm the report of attacks is the
true. The difference exists in information that the user can
show and information that CERT and IRT need. Today they
solve this problem by making NDA each other. Because it is
such a situation, the information from general user is difﬁcult
to collect. Additionally, if it can, there will be a possibility that
information from general user contains lies and mistakes. By
using proposal protocol, CERT and IRT get more information
from general users. As mentioned above, user’s privacy is
protected and CERT and IRT know the details of attacks and
incidents. And CERT and IRT can check the information is
true or false. It is expected that our proposal can be applied
effectively to such use.
B. Encryption Email
Some email servers such as in the corporation, the encryption email to the address that has not been permitted is
prohibited. Though it is because of prevention of information
leakage, it limits the activity of staff. Such a problem can
be solved by submitting the partially opened data which
is generated by our protocol. Our protocol can verify the
ciphertext and partially opened data, so if the information is
leaked by encryption email, we can ﬁnd the malicious user.
C. Traceable network and incident detection

[RX] Attack of malicious Public
We analyze the attack of malicious Public who want to ruin
Alice’s conﬁdence. In this section, we assume an active attack
to the protocol.
Man-in-the-middle-attack : In place of Alice, malicious
Public opens another   or  . In Step 3 and Step 5,
malicious Public can changes Alice’s data. So, if there are
no authentication protocol between Alice and Authority, the
attack successes. Before Step 1, Alice and Authority must
make a secure channel by using PKI and so on.
Forgery attack : At X-day, malicious Public opens forgery
 . As mentioned above, if    
 , it is impossible
data 
 , the attack is discovered by
to do such attack. If    
another Public and Authority.
Basically, the attack which Alice can not execute, can not be
done by malicious Public. Therefore the protocol which holds
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It is well known that the attack to the network using
encrypted IP packet. Since the router, the server, and the administrator can not analyze the content, encrypted IP packet is
an effective attack method. As the countermeasure against such
problem, our proposed protocol can be used. For example, the
router issues ID to the sender. The sender writes ID in his
IP packet, then he encrypts it. (Of course, plaintext IP packet
should be written ID, too.) Next he make partially opened data
which open only ID and sends encrypted IP packet, ID,  and
 
. The router checks ID and stores ID,  and   .
In the same way as the case of Section 5.2, the administrator
can ﬁnd the packet which makes incident or troubles and the
sender. In this system, the router, the server and client PCs
need to do the large number of calculation for huge number
of IP packets. It is a problem of implementation of our protocol
and it is hard to solve at once.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a protocol which generates partially opened data. The security requirements are shown in
Section 2 and proposal protocol is shown in Section 3.
In Section 4, we analyze the security of our proposal
protocol. Note that we did not discuss whether forgery data
 was possible to have semantic meaning which is effective

for attack. Suppose text data  , it is very hard to ﬁnd some
    . Therefore we conclude that the
meaning in 
successful attack in Section 4 has no sense for real data. In
addition, even if most successful attack, since the evidence
was left Alice gets disadvantageous. As a result, we conclude
that our proposal protocol is secure enough for semantic data.
In Section 5, we show an application of our protocol whose
purpose is other than national security and digital forensics.
For the usage for national security and digital forensics,
necessity of huge computational cost does not become a fatal
problem. For the general usage, it becomes important problem
to be solved.

and improvement
Analysis of security concerning 
of protocol is our next research topics. It is a disadvantageous

until X-day. Our proposal
not to be able to verify 
protocol uses transmission of a huge amount of data and it has
some redundant steps. The optimization of the data transfer is
our next theme.
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